TRANSPERFECT LEGAL SOLUTIONS
DIGITAL CLOSING BOOKS: Cutting-Edge Closing Technology
For over 16 years,
TLS has been providing leading
online collaboration technology to
the world’s top legal professionals.
Why TLS?
Because we have a reputation for
delivering exactly what we
promise: smart solutions backed
by an innovative approach and
the highest level of client service.
From due diligence hosting to
closing book technology,
TLS is a one-stop-shop for all
your legal technology needs.

“We asked a great deal of you under

very tight and trying conditions and
you delivered wonderfully.”
– Kaye Scholer LLP

Why Digital Closing Books?
At the end of M&A or bankruptcy proceedings, TransPerfect Legal Solutions’ (TLS)
proprietary closing book technology, Digital Closing Books, provides stakeholders
with an organized, easy-to-use record of all relevant closing documents, presented in
digital format on a CD-ROM. Digital Closing Books not only minimizes the need for
unwieldy paper closing binders, but also facilitates simple, cost-effective
reproduction and searching of all closing documents.

Key Features
n

HTML-Based: Digital Closing Books operates through your internet
browser, retaining the functionalities of Adobe Reader without the
drawbacks of installing new software.

n

Organized Index: Our multi-tier index enables you to quickly find
the document you’re looking for and provides hyperlinks to the
PDF versions for easy accessibility.

n

Straightforward Searching: Digital Closing Books allows for easy-to-use
keyword and Boolean searching.

n

Drag-and-Drop Files: Documents are easily transferred from
the CD to anywhere on your computer by simply dragging the
file to the desired location.

n

Zero-Installation: Digital Closing Books requires no installation or
special technical knowledge to operate.

n

Green Solution: By scanning your documents to a CD, TLS drastically
reduces paper consumption and increases portability.

Dedication You Can Trust
TLS takes the headache out of closing documents by putting them in an easy-to-use
digital format and reducing the amount of time and money devoted to the closing
process. Moreover, TLS backs every offering with our dedicated account managers
and technical specialists—available 24/7 to meet your every need.

CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT WHY TLS IS THE PARTNER
OF CHOICE FOR LEADING LAW FIRMS AND LEGAL
DEPARTMENTS WORLDWIDE
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